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1. What is the Essence of Smarandache’s Notion?
• What can be acknowledged by mankind?
TAO TEH KING（道德经） said:
All things that we can acknowledge is determined by our 
eyes, or ears, or nose, or tongue, or body or passions, i.e., these
six organs.
• What is this sentence meaning? The non-visible world 
can be only known by the other five organs, particularly, 
the passion.
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TAO TEH KING（道德经） said:
道生一, 一生二, 二生三, 三生万物。万物负阴而抱阳，冲气以为和。
The Tao gives birth to One. One gives birth to Two.     Two 
gives birth to Three. Three gives birth to all things.  All things 
have their backs to the female and stand facing the male. When 
male and female combine, all things achieve harmony.
人法地，地法天，天法道，道法自然。
Man follows the earth. Earth follows the universe.  The 
universe follows the Tao. The Tao follows only itself.
• What are these words meaning?
Here,  the theoretically deduced is done by logic, particularly, 
Mathematical deduction.
The combined positive and negative notion in  TAO TEH 
KING comes   into  being  the  idea  of   S-denied  in  the 
following, i.e.,  a proposition with its non-proposition.  
Smarandachely 
denied axioms:
An axiom is said smarandachely denied (S-denied) 
if in the same space the axiom behaves differently,  
i.e.,   validated and Invalided,   or  only  invalidated  
but in at least two distinct ways.
• How can we know the non-visible world? We can only know 
it by mathematical deduction. Then HOW TO?
Smarandache multi-space:
A Smarandache multi-space is a union of n different spaces  
equipped  with  some  different  structures  for an integer n≧2.
Applying it to mathematics, what we can obtain?
Combinatorial Conjecture(Mao,2005): 
Every mathematical science can be reconstructed from 
or made by combinatorization.
• Why is this conjecture important?
It  means that:
(i) One can selects finite combinatorial rulers to reconstruct or 
make generalization for classical mathematics and
(ii) One can combine different branches into a new theory and
this process ended until it has been done for all mathematical
sciences. Whence, it produces infinite creativity for math..
• How is it working? See the following sections. 
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